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1 INTRODUCTION
For embedded systems at the edge of the Internet-of-Things (IoT), hardware design is driven by the
need for the lowest possible cost and energy consumption, which are both are strongly a�ected by
on-chip memories [23]. Memories consume signi�cant chip area and are particularly susceptible
to parameter variations and defects resulting from the manufacturing process [32]. Meanwhile,
much of an embedded system’s energy is consumed by on-chip SRAM memory, particularly during
sleep mode. The embedded systems community has thus increasingly turned to software-managed
on-chip memories – also known as scratchpad memories (SPMs) [41] – due to their 40% lower
energy as well as latency and area bene�ts compared to hardware-managed caches [10].

It is challenging to simultaneously achieve low energy, high reliability, and low cost for embedded
memory. For example, an e�ective way to reduce on-chip SRAM power is to reduce the supply
voltage [25]. However, this causes cell hard fault rates to rise exponentially [57] and increases
susceptibility to radiation-induced soft faults, thus degrading yield at low voltage and increasing
cost. Thus, designers traditionally include spare rows and columns in the memory arrays [51]
to deal with manufacturing defects and employ large voltage guardbands [21] to ensure reliable
operation. Unfortunately, large guardbands limit the energy proportionality of memory, thus
reducing battery life for duty-cycled embedded systems [58], a critical consideration for the IoT.
Although many low-voltage solutions have been proposed for caches, fewer have addressed this
problem for scratchpads and embedded main memory.

Our goal in this work is to improve embedded software-managed memory reliability at minimal
cost; we propose a two-step approach. FaultLink �rst guards applications against known hard
faults, which then allows Software-De�ned Error-Localizing Codes (SDELC) to focus on dealing
with unpredictable soft faults. The key idea of this work is to �rst automatically customize
an application binary to individually accommodate each chip’s unique hard fault map with no
disruptions to source code, and second, to deal with single-bit soft faults at run-time using novel
Ultra-Lightweight Error-Localizing Codes (UL-ELC) with a software-de�ned error handler that
knows about the UL-ELC construction and implements a heuristic data recovery policy. Our
contributions are the following.

• We present FaultLink, a novel lazy link-time approach that extends the software con-
struction toolchain with new fault-tolerance features for software-managed/scratchpad
memories. FaultLink relies on hard fault maps for each software-controlled physical mem-
ory region that may be generated during manufacturing test or periodically during run-time
using built-in-self-test (BIST).
• We detail an algorithm for FaultLink that automatically produces custom hard fault-aware

linker scripts for each individual chip. We �rst compile the embedded program using
speci�c �ags to carve up the typical monolithic sections, e.g., .text, .data, stack, heap,
etc. FaultLink then attempts to optimally pack program sections into memory segments
that correspond to contiguous regions of non-faulty addresses.
• We propose SDELC, a hybrid hardware/software technique that allows the system to heuris-

tically recover from unpredictable single-bit soft faults in instruction and data memories,
which cannot be handled using FaultLink. SDELC relies on side information (SI) about appli-
cation memory contents, i.e., observable patterns and structure found in both instructions
and data. SDELC is inspired by our recently-proposed notion of Software-De�ned ECC
(SDECC) [20].
• We describe the novel class of Ultra-Lightweight Error-Localizing Codes (UL-ELC) that are

used by SDELC. UL-ELC codes are stronger than basic single-error-detecting (SED) parity,
yet they have lower storage overheads than a single-error-correcting (SEC) Hamming code.
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Like SED, UL-ELC codes can detect single-bit errors, yet they can additionally localize them
to a chunk of the erroneous codeword. UL-ELC codes can be explicitly designed such that
chunks align with meaningful message context, such as the �elds of an encoded instruction.

By experimenting with both real and simulated test chips, we �nd that with no hardware changes,
FaultLink enables applications to run correctly on embedded memories using a min-VDD that can
be lowered by up to 440 mV. After FaultLink has avoided hard faults (that may include defects as
well as voltage-induced faults), our SDELC technique recovers from up to 90% of random single-bit
soft faults in 32-bit data memory words and up to 70% of errors in instruction memory using a 3-bit
UL-ELC code (9.375% storage overhead). SDELC can even be used to recover up to 70% of errors
using a basic SED parity code (3.125% storage overhead). In contrast, a full Hamming SEC code
incurs a storage overhead of 18.75%. Our combined FaultLink+SDELC approach could thus enable
more reliable IoT devices while signi�cantly reducing cost and run-time energy.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst work to both (i) customize an application binary on a
per-chip basis by lazily linking at software deployment-time to accommodate the unique patterns of
hard faults in embedded scratchpad memories, and (ii) use error-localizing codes with software-de�ned
recovery to cope with random bit �ips at run-time.

This paper is organized as follows. Background material that is necessary to understand our
contributions is presented in Sec. 2. We then describe the high-level ideas of FaultLink and SDELC
to achieve low-cost embedded fault-tolerant memory in Sec. 3. FaultLink and SDELC are each
described in greater detail in Secs. 4 and 5, respectively. Both FaultLink and SDELC are evaluated
in Sec. 6. We provide an overview of related work in Sec. 7 before discussing other considerations
and opportunities for future work in Sec. 8. We conclude the paper in Sec. 9.

2 BACKGROUND
We present the essential background on scratchpad memory, the nature of SRAM faults, sections and
segments used by software construction linkers, and error-localizing codes needed to understand
our contributions.

2.1 Scratchpad Memories (SPMs)
Scratchpad memories (SPMs) are small on-chip memories that, like caches, can help speed up
memory accesses that exhibit spatial and temporal locality. Unlike caches, which are hardware-
managed and are thus transparent in the address space, data placement in scratchpads must be
orchestrated by software. This requires additional e�ort from the application programmer, who
must – with the help of tools like the compiler and linker – explicitly partition data into physical
memory regions that are distinct in the address space. Despite the programming di�culty, SPMs
can be more e�cient than caches. Banakar et al. showed that SPMs have on average 33% lower
area requirements and can reduce energy by 40% compared to equivalently-sized caches [10]. In
energy and cost-conscious embedded systems, SPMs are increasingly being used for this reason
and because they provide more predictable performance. In this paper, FaultLink is used to improve
the reliability/min-VDD of SPMs/software-managed main memory.

2.2 Program Sections and Memory Segments
The Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) is ubiquitous on Unix-based systems for representing
compiled object �les, static and dynamic shared libraries, as well as program executable images
in a portable manner [1]. ELF �les contain a header that speci�es the ISA, ABI, a list of program
sections and memory segments, and various other metadata.
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Fig. 1. Our high-level approach to tolerating both hard (FaultLink) and so� (SDELC) faults in on-chip
scratchpad memories.

• A section is a contiguous chunk of bytes with an assigned name: sections can contain
instructions, data, or even debug information. For instance, the well-known .text section
typically contains all executable instructions in a program, while the .data section contains
initialized global variables.
• A segment represents a contiguous region of the memory address space (i.e., ROM, instruc-

tion memory, data memory, etc.). When a �nal output binary is produced, the linker maps
sections to segments. Each section may be mapped to at most one segment; each segment
can contain one or more non-overlapping sections.

The toolchain generally takes a section-centric view of a program, while at run-time the segment-
centric view represents the address space layout. Manipulating the mapping between program 
sections and segments is the core focus of FaultLink.

2.3 Tolerating SRAM Faults
There are several types of SRAM faults. In this paper, we de�ne hard faults to include all recurring 
and/or predictable failure modes that can be characterized via testing at fabrication time or in the
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�eld. These include manufacturing defects, weak cells at low voltage, and in-�eld device/circuit
aging and wearout mechanisms [15]. A common solution to hard faults is to characterize memory,
generate a fault map, and then deploy it in a micro-architectural mechanism to hide the e�ects of
hard faults.

We de�ne soft faults to be unpredictable single-event upsets (SEUs) that do not generally reoccur at
the same memory location and hence cannot be fault-mapped. The most well-known and common
type of soft fault is the radiation-induced bit �ip in memory [13]. Soft faults, if detected and
corrected by an error-correcting code (ECC), are harmless to the system. In this paper, SDELC is
used to tolerate single-bit SEUs in a heuristic manner that has signi�cantly lower overheads than a
conventional ECC approach, yet can do more than basic SED parity detection.

2.4 Error-Correcting Codes (ECCs)
ECCs are mathematical techniques that transform message data stored in memory into codewords
using a hardware encoder to add redundancy for added protection against faults. When soft faults
a�ect codewords, causing bit �ips, the ECC hardware decoder is designed to detect and/or correct
a limited number of errors. ECCs used for random-access memories are typically based on linear
block codes.

The encoder implements a binary generator matrix G and the complementary decoder imple-
ments the parity-check matrix H to detect/correct errors. To encode a binary message ®m, one
multiplies its bit-vector by G to obtain the codeword ®c: ®mG = ®c . To decode, one multiplies the
stored codeword (which may have been corrupted by errors) with the parity-check matrix to obtain
the syndrome ®s , which provides error detection and correction information: H®cT = ®s . Typical ECCs
used for memory have the generator and parity-check matrices in systematic form, i.e., the message
bits are directly mapped into the codeword and the redundant parity bits are appended to the end
of the message. This makes it easy to directly extract message data in the common case when no
errors occur.

Typical ECC-based approaches can tolerate random bit-level soft faults but they quickly become
ine�ective when multiple errors occur due to hard faults. Meanwhile, powerful schemes like
ChipKill [14] have unacceptable overheads and are not suited for embedded memories. In this
work, we propose novel ECC constructions that have very low overheads, making them suitable
for low-cost IoT devices that may experience occasional single-bit SEUs.

2.5 Error-Localizing Codes
In 1963, Wolf et al. introduced error-localizing codes (ELC) that attempt to detect errors and identify
the erroneous �xed-length chunk of the codeword. Wolf established some fundamental bounds
[63] and studied how to create them using the tensor product of the parity-check matrices of
an error-detecting and an error-correcting code [62]. ELC has been adapted to byte-addressable
memory systems [17] but until now, they had not gained any traction in the systems community.

To the best of our knowledge, ELCs in the regime between SED and SEC capabilities has not
been previously studied. We describe the basics of Ultra-Lightweight ELC (UL-ELC) that lies in this
regime and apply speci�c constructions to recover from a majority of single-bit soft faults.

3 APPROACH
We propose FaultLink and SDELC that together form a novel hybrid approach to low-cost embedded
memory fault-tolerance. They speci�cally address the unique challenges posed by SPMs.

The high-level concept is illustrated in Fig. 1. At fabrication time, process variation and defects
may result in hard faults in embedded memories. During test-time, these are characterized and
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maintained in a per-chip fault map that is stored in a database for later. When the system developer 
later deploys the application software onto the devices, FaultLink is used to customize the binary 
for each individual chip in a way that avoids its unique hard fault locations. Finally, at run-time, 
unpredictable soft faults are detected, localized, and recovered heuristically using SDELC.

Note that FaultLink is not heuristic and therefore does not induce errors. On the other hand, 
SDELC has a chance of introducing silent data corruption (SDC) if recovery turns out to be incorrect; 
this consideration will be revisited later in the discussion. We brie�y explain the approaches of the 
FaultLink and SDELC steps before going into greater detail for each.

3.1 FaultLink: Avoiding Hard Faults at Link-Time
Conventional software construction toolchains assume that there is a contiguous memory address 
space in which they can place program code and data. For embedded targets, the address space is 
often partitioned into a region for instructions and a region for data. On a chip containing hard 
faults, however, the speci�ed address space can contain faulty locations. With a conventional 
compilation �ow, a program could fetch, read, and/or write from these unreliable locations, making 
the system unreliable.

FaultLink is a modi�cation to the traditional embedded software toolchain to make it memory 
“fault-aware.” At chip test-time, or periodically in the �eld using built-in-self-test (BIST), the 
software-managed memories are characterized to identify memory addresses that contain hard 
faults.

At software deployment time – i.e., when the application is actually programmed onto a particular 
device – FaultLink customizes the application binary image to work correctly on that particular 
chip given the fault map as an input. FaultLink does this by linking the program to guarantee that 
no hard-faulty address is ever read or written at runtime. However, the fault mapping approach 
taken by FaultLink cannot avoid random bit �ips at run-time; these are instead addressed at low 
cost using SDELC.

3.2 So�ware-Defined Error-Localizing Codes (SDELC): Recovering So� Faults at
Run-Time

Typically, either basic SED parity is used to detect random single-bit errors or a Hamming SEC code 
is used to correct them. Unfortunately, Hamming codes are expensive for small embedded memories: 
they require six bits of parity per memory word size of 32 bits (an 18.75% storage overhead). On 
the other hand, basic parity only adds one bit per word (3.125% storage overhead), but without 
assistance by other techniques it cannot correct any errors.

SDELC is a novel solution that lies in between these regimes. A key component is the new class 
of Ultra-Lightweight Error-Localizing Codes (UL-ELCs). UL-ELCs have lower storage overheads than 
Hamming codes: they can detect and then localize any single-bit error to a chunk of a memory 
codeword. We construct distinct UL-ELC codes for instruction and data memory that allows a 
software-de�ned recovery policy to heuristically recover the error by applying di�erent semantics 
depending on the error location. The policies leverage available side information (SI) about memory 
contents to choose the most likely candidate codeword resulting from a localized bit error. In this 
manner, we attempt to correct a majority of single-bit soft faults without resorting to a stronger 
and more costly Hamming code. SDELC can even be used to recover many errors using a basic 
SED parity code. Unlike our recent preliminary work on general-purpose Software-De�ned ECC 
(SDECC) [20], SDELC focuses on heuristic error recovery that is suitable for microcontroller-class 
IoT devices.

We now discuss FaultLink in greater depth before revisiting the details of SDELC in Sec. 5.
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(a) Chip floorplan (b) Board

Fig. 2. Test chip and board used to collect hard fault maps for FaultLink.

(a) 750 mV (b) 700 mV (c) 650 mV

Fig. 3. Measured voltage-induced hard fault maps of the 176 KB data memory for one test chip. Black pixels
represent faulty byte locations.

4 FAULTLINK
We motivate FaultLink with fault mapping experiments on real test chips, describe the overall
FaultLink toolchain �ow, and present the details of the Section-Packing problem that FaultLink
solves.

4.1 Test Chip Experiments
To motivate FaultLink, we characterized the voltage scaling-induced fault maps for eight micro-
controller test chips. Each chip contains a single ARM Cortex-M3 core, 176 KB of on-chip data
memory, 64 KB of instruction memory. They were fabricated in a 45nm SOI technology with
dual-Vth libraries [3, 26, 59]; the chip �oorplan and test board are shown in Fig. 2. The locations of
voltage-induced SRAM hard faults in the data memory for one chip are shown in Fig. 3 as black
dots. Its byte-level fault address map appears as follows:

0x200057D6
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Fig. 4. FaultLink procedure: given program source code and a memory fault map, produce a per-chip custom
binary executable that will work in presence of known hard fault locations in the SPMs.

0x200086B4
...
0x2002142F
0x200247A9.

Without further action, this chip would be useless at low voltage for running embedded ap-
plications; either the min-VDD would be increased, compromising energy, or the chip would be 
discarded entirely. We now describe how the FaultLink toolchain leverages the fault map to produce 
workable programs in the presence of potentially many hard faults.

4.2 Toolchain
FaultLink utilizes the standard GNU tools for C/C++ without modi�cation. The overall procedure 
is depicted in Fig. 4. The programmer compiles code into object �les but does not proceed to link 
them. The code must be compiled using GCC’s -ffunction-sections and -fdata-sections �ags, 
which instruct GCC to place each subroutine and global variable into their own named sections in 
the ELF object �les. Our FaultLink tool then uses the ELFIO C++ library [27] to parse the object 
�les and extract section names, sizes, etc. FaultLink then produces a customized binary for the 
given chip by solving the Section-Packing problem.

4.3 Fault-Aware Section-Packing
Section-Packing is a variant of the NP-complete Multiple Knapsacks problem. We formulate it as an 
optimization problem and derive an analytical approximation for the probability that a program’s 
sections can be successfully packed into a memory containing hard faults.

4.3.1 Problem Formulation. Given a disjoint set of contiguous program sections M and a set of 
disjoint hard fault-free contiguous memory segments N , we wish to pack each program section 
into exactly one memory segment such that no sections overlap or are left unpacked. If we �nd a 
solution, we output the M → N mapping; otherwise, we cannot pack the sections (the program 
cannot accommodate that chip’s fault map). An illustration of the Section-Packing problem is 
shown in Fig. 5, with the program sections on the top and fault-free memory regions on the bottom.
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Letmi be the size of program section i in bytes and nj be the size of memory segment j, yj be 1
if segment j contains at least one section, otherwise let it be 0, and zi j be 1 if section i is mapped to
segment j, otherwise let it be 0. Then the optimization problem is formulated as an integer linear
program (ILP) as follows:

Minimize:
∑
j ∈N

yj

Subject to:∑
i ∈M

mi · zi j ≤ nj · yj ∀j ∈ N∑
j ∈N

zi j = 1 ∀i ∈ M

zi j = 0 or 1 ∀i ∈ M ; j ∈ N
yj = 0 or 1 ∀j ∈ N .

We solve this ILP problem using CPLEX. We use an objective that minimizes the number of packed
segments because the solution naturally avoids memory regions that have higher fault densities. The
optimization will be feasible only if every program section gets packed in the non-faulty segments
of the memory and the total size of all the sections packed in one non-faulty segment is no more
than the size of that particular segment. (Note that other objectives will produce equally-valid
section-packing solutions in terms of correctness; the important fault-avoidance constraints are
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�xed.) To pack any benchmark onto any fault map that we evaluated, CPLEX required no more
than 14 seconds in the worst case; if a solution cannot be found or if there are few faults, typically
FaultLink will complete much quicker. If a faster solution is needed, a greedy ILP relaxation can be
used.

4.3.2 Analytical Section-Packing Estimation. We observe that the size of the maximum contiguous
program section often comprises a signi�cant portion of the overall program size, and that most
FaultLink section-packing failures occur when the largest program section is larger than all non-
faulty memory segments.

Therefore, we estimate the FaultLink success rate based on the probability distribution of the
longest consecutive sequences of coin �ips as provided by Schilling [50]. Let Lk be a random variable
representing the length of the largest run of heads in k independent �ips of a biased coin (with p as
the probability of heads). The following equation is an approximation for the limiting behavior of
Lk , i.e., the probability that longest run of heads is less than x and assuming k(1 − p) � 1 [50]:

P(Lk < x) ≈ e−p
(x−logp−1 (k (1−p)))

. (1)

We apply Schilling’s above formula to estimate the behavior of FaultLink. Let b be the i.i.d.
bit-error-rate and s be the probability of no errors occurring in a 32-bit word, i.e., s = (1 − b)32. Let
size be the memory size in bytes andmmax be the size in bytes of the largest contiguous program
section. Using Eqn. 1, we plug in p = s , k = size/4, and x =mmax/4. Then, we can approximate the
probability of there not being a memory segment that is large enough to store the largest program
section:

P
(
Lsize/4 <

mmax

4

)
≈ e−s(

mmax
4 −logs−1 ( size4 (1−s )))

. (2)

This formula will be used in the evaluation to estimate FaultLink yield and min-VDD.

5 SDELC
We describe the SDELC architecture, the concept of UL-ELC codes, and two SDELC recovery 
policies for instruction and data memory.

5.1 Architecture
The SDELC architecture is illustrated in Fig. 6 for a system with split on-chip instruction and data 
SPMs (each with its own UL-ELC code) and a single-issue core that has an in-order pipeline. We 
assume that hard faults are already mitigated using FaultLink.

When a codeword containing a single-bit soft fault is read, the UL-ELC decoder detects and 
localizes the error to a speci�c chunk of the codeword and places error information in a Penalty 
Box register (shaded in gray in the �gure). A precise exception is then generated, and software 
traps to a handler that implements the appropriate SDELC recovery policy for instructions or data, 
which we will discuss shortly.

Once the trap handler has decided on a candidate codeword for recovery, it must correctly commit 
the state in the system such that it appears as if there was no memory control �ow disruption. For 
instruction errors, because the error occurred during a fetch, the program counter (pc) has not 
yet advanced. To complete the trap handler, we write back the candidate codeword to instruction 
memory. If it is not accessible by the load/store unit, one could use hardware debug support such 
as JTAG. We then return from the trap handler and re-execute the previously-trapped instruction, 
which will then cause the pc to advance and re-fetch the instruction that had been corrupted by 
the soft error. On the other hand, data errors are triggered from the memory pipeline stage by 
executing a load instruction. We write back the chosen candidate codeword to data memory to
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Fig. 6. Architectural support for SDELC on an microcontroller-class embedded system. Hard faults that
would be managed by FaultLink are not shown.

scrub the error, update the register �le appropriately, and manually advance pc before returning
from the trap handler.

5.2 Ultra-Lightweight Error-Localizing Codes (UL-ELC)
Localizing an error is more useful than simply detecting it. If we determine the error is from a
chunk of length ` bits, there are only ` candidate codewords for which a single-bit error could have
produced the received (corrupted) codeword.

A naïve way of localizing a single-bit error to a particular chunk is to use a trivial segmented
parity code, i.e., we can assign a dedicated parity-bit to each chunk. However, this method is very
ine�cient because to create C chunks we need C parity bits: essentially, we have simply split up
memory words into smaller pieces.

We create simple and custom Ultra-Lightweight ELCs (UL-ELCs) that – given r redundant parity
bits – can localize any single-bit error to one of C = 2r − 1 possible chunks. This is because there
are 2r − 1 distinct non-zero columns that we can use to form the parity-check matrix H for our
UL-ELC (for single-bit errors, the error syndrome is simply one of the columns of H). To create a
UL-ELC code, we �rst assign to each chunk a distinct non-zero binary column vector of length
r bits. Then each column of H is simply �lled in with the corresponding chunk vector. Note that
r of the chunks will also contain the associated parity-bit within the chunk itself; we call these
shared chunks, and they are precisely the segments whose columns in H have a Hamming weight
of 1. Since there are r shared chunks, there must be 2r − r − 1 unshared chunks, which each consist
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of only data bits. Shared chunks are unavoidable because the parity bits must also be protected
against faults, just like the message bits.

UL-ELCs form a middle-ground between basic parity SED error-detecting codes (EDCs) and
Hamming SEC ECCs. In the former case, r = 1, so we have a C = 1 monolithic chunk (H is a row
vector of all ones). In the latter case, H uses each of the 2r − 1 possible distinct columns exactly
once: this is precisely the (2r − 1, 2r − r − 1) Hamming code. An UL-ELC code has a minimum
distance of two bits by construction to support detection and localization of single-bit errors. Thus,
the set of candidate codewords must also be separated from each other by a Hamming distance of
exactly two bits. (A minimum codeword distance of two bits is required for SED, while three bits
are needed for SEC, etc.)

For an example of an UL-ELC construction, consider the following Hexample parity-check matrix
with nine message bits and r = 3 parity bits:

Hexample =

S1 S2 S3 S4 S4 S5 S6 S6 S7 S5 S6 S7
d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 p1 p2 p3[ ]c1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

c2 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
c3 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

,

where di represents the ith data bit, pj is the jth redundant parity bit, ck is the kth parity-check 
equation, and Sl enumerates the distinct error-localizing chunk that a given bit belongs to. 
Because r = 3, there are N = 7 chunks. Bits d1, d2, and d3 each have the SEC property because no 
other bits are in their respective chunks. Bits d4 and d5 make up an unshared chunk S4 because no 
parity bits are included in S4. The remaining data bits belong to shared chunks because each of them 
also includes at least one parity bit. Notice that any data or parity bits that belong to the same chunk 
Sl have identical columns of H, e.g., d7, d8, and p2 all belong to S6 and have the column [0; 1; 0].
    The two key properties of UL-ELC (that do not apply to generalized ELC codes) are: (i) the length 
of the data message is independent of r , and (ii) each chunk can be an arbitrary length. The freedom 
to choose the length of the code and chunk sizes allow the UL-ELC design to be highly adaptable. 
Additionally, UL-ELC codes can o�er SEC protection on up to 2r − r − 1 selected message bits by 
having the unshared chunks each correspond to a single data bit.

5.3 Recovering SEUs in Instruction Memory

    We describe an UL-ELC construction and recovery policy for dealing with single-bit soft faults 
in instruction memory. The code and policy are jointly crafted to exploit SI about the ISA itself. 
Our SDELC implementation targets the open-source and free 64-bit RISC-V (RV64G) ISA [60], but 
the approach is general and could apply to any other �xed-length or variable-length RISC or 
CISC ISA. Note that although RISC-V is actually a little-endian architecture, for sake of clarity 
we use big-endian in this paper.
    Our UL-ELC construction for instruction memory has seven chunks that align to the �nest-grain 
boundaries of the di�erent �elds in the RISC-V codecs. These codecs, the chunk assignments, and 
the complete parity-check matrix H are shown in Table 1. The bit positions -1, -2, and -3 correspond 
to the three parity bits that are appended to a 32-bit instruction in memory. The opcode, rd, funct3, 
and rs1 �elds are the most commonly used – and potentially the most critical – among the possible 
instruction encodings, so we assign each of them a dedicated chunk that is unshared with the parity 
bits. The �elds which vary more among encodings are assigned to the remaining three shared 
chunks, as shown in the �gure. The recovery policy can thus distinguish the impact of an error in 
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Table 1. Proposed 7-Chunk UL-ELC Construction with r = 3 for Instruction Memory (RV64G ISA v2.0 [60])

bit→ 31 27 26 25 24 20 19 15 14 12 11 7 6 0 -1 -3
Type-U imm[31:12] rd opcode parity
Type-
UJ

imm[20|10:1|11|19:12] rd opcode parity

Type-I imm[11:0] rs1 funct3 rd opcode parity
Type-
SB

imm[12|10:5] rs2 rs1 funct3 imm[4:1|11] opcode parity

Type-S imm[11:5] rs2 rs1 funct3 imm[4:0] opcode parity
Type-R funct7 rs2 rs1 funct3 rd opcode parity
Type-
R4

rs3 funct2 rs2 rs1 funct3 rd opcode parity

Chunk C1 (shared) C2 (shared) C3 (shared) C4 C5 C6 C7 C3 C2 C1

Parity- 00000 00 11111 00000 111 11111 1111111 1 0 0
Check 00000 11 00000 11111 000 11111 1111111 0 1 0
H 11111 00 00000 11111 111 00000 1111111 0 0 1
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Fig. 7. The relative frequencies of static instructions roughly follow power law distributions. Results shown
are for RISC-V with 20 SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks; we observed similar trends for MIPS and Alpha, as well
as dynamic instructions.

di�erent parts of the instruction. For example, when a fault a�ects shared chunk C1, the fault is
either in one of the �ve MSBs of the instruction, or in the last parity bit. Conversely, when a fault
is localized to unshared chunk C7 in Table 1, the UL-ELC decoder can be certain that the opcode
�eld has been corrupted.

Consider another example with a fault in the unshared chunk C6 that guards the rd destination
register address �eld for most instruction codecs. Suppose bit 7 (the least-signi�cant bit of chunk
C6/rd) is �ipped by a fault. Assume the original instruction stored in memory was 0x0000beef,
which decodes to the assembly code jal t4, 0xb000. The 5-bit rd �eld is protected with our
UL-ELC construction using a dedicated unshared chunk C6. Thus, the candidate messages are the
following instructions:

<0x0000b66f> jal a2, 0xb000
<0x0000ba6f> jal s4, 0xb000
<0x0000beef> jal t4, 0xb000
<0x0000bc6f> jal s8, 0xb000
<0x0000bf6f> jal t5, 0xb000.
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Our instruction recovery policy can decide which destination register is most likely for the jal
instruction based on program statistics collected a priori via static or dynamic pro�ling (the SI).
The instruction recovery policy consists of three steps.

• Step 1. We apply a software-implemented instruction decoder to �lter out any candidate
messages that are illegal instructions. Most bit patterns decode to illegal instructions in
three RISC ISAs we characterized: 92.33% for RISC-V, 72.44% for MIPS, and 66.87% for Alpha.
This can be used to dramatically improve the chances of a successful SDELC recovery.
• Step 2. Next, we estimate the probability of each valid message using a small pre-computed

lookup table that contains the relative frequency that each instruction appears. We �nd
that the relative frequencies of legal instructions follow power-law distribution, as shown
by Fig. 7. This is used to favor more common instructions.
• Step 3. We choose the instruction that is most common according to our SI lookup table. In

the event of a tie, we choose the instruction with the longest leading-pad of 0s or 1s. This is
because in many instructions, the MSBs represent immediate values (as shown in Table 1).
These MSBs are usually low-magnitude signed integers or they represent 0-dominant
function codes.

If the SI is strong, then we would expect to have a high chance of correcting the error by choosing 
the right candidate.

5.4 Recovering SEUs in Data Memory
In general-purpose embedded applications, data may come in many di�erent types and structures. 
Because there is no single common data type and layout in memory, we propose to simply use 
evenly-spaced UL-ELC constructions and grant the software trap handler additional control about 
how to recover from errors, similar to the general idea from SuperGlue [54].

We build SDELC recovery support into the embedded application as a small C library. The 
application can push and pop custom SDELC error handler functions onto a registration stack. The 
handlers are de�ned within the scope of a subroutine and optionally any of its callees and can 
de�ne speci�c recovery behaviors depending on the context at the time of error. Applications can 
also enable and disable recovery at will.

When the application does not disable recovery nor specify a custom behavior, all data memory 
errors are recovered using a default error handler implemented by the library. The default handler 
computes the average Hamming distance to nearby data in the same 64-byte chunk of memory 
(similar to taking the intra-cacheline distance in cache-based systems). The candidate with the 
minimum average Hamming distance is selected. This policy is based on the observation that 
spatially-local and/or temporally-local data tends to also be correlated, i.e., it exhibits value locality 
[30] that has been used in numerous works for cache and memory compression [5, 42, 66]. The 
Hamming distance is a good measure of data correlation, as shown later in Fig. 13.

The application-de�ned error handler can specify recovery rules for individual variables within 
the scope of the registered subroutine. They include globals, heap, and stack-allocated data. This is 
implemented by taking the runtime address of each variable requiring special handling. For instance, 
an application may wish critical data structures to never be recovered heuristically; for these, the 
application can choose to force a crash whenever a soft error impacts their memory addresses. The 
SDELC library support can increase system reliability, but the programmer is required to spend 
e�ort annotating source code for error recovery. This is similar to annotation-based approaches 
taken by others for various purposes [11, 12, 19, 31, 47, 67].
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(a) Chip 1 (b) Chip 2

Fig. 8. Result from applying FaultLink to the sha benchmark for two real test chips’ 64 KB instruction memory
at 650 mV.

6 EVALUATION
We evaluate FaultLink and SDELC primarily in terms of their combined ability to proactively avoid
hard faults and then heuristically recover from soft faults in software-managed memories.

6.1 Hard Fault Avoidance using FaultLink
We �rst demonstrate how applications can run on real test chips at low voltage with many hard
faults in on-chip memory using FaultLink, and then evaluate the yield bene�ts at low voltage for a
synthetic population of chips.

6.1.1 Voltage Reduction on Real Test Chips. We �rst apply FaultLink to a set of small embedded
benchmarks that we build and run on eight of our microcontroller-class 45nm “real test chips.”
Each chip has 64 KB of instruction memory and 176 KB of data memory. The �ve benchmarks are
blowfish and sha from the mibench suite [22] as well as dhrystone, matmulti and whetstone.
We characterized the hard voltage-induced fault maps of each test chip’s SPMs in 50 mV increments
from 1 V (nominal VDD) down to 600 mV using March-SS tests [24] and applied FaultLink to each
benchmark for each chip individually at every voltage. Note that the standard C library provided
with the ARM toolchain uses split function sections, i.e., it does not have a monolithic .text section.
For each FaultLink-produced binary that could be successfully packed, we ran them to completion
on the real test chips. The FaultLink binaries were also run to completion on a simulator to verify
that no hard fault locations are ever accessed.

FaultLink-packed instruction SPM images of the sha benchmark for two chips are shown in
Fig. 8 with a runtime VDD of 650 mV. There were about 1000 hard-faulty byte locations in each
SPM (shown as black dots). Gray regions represent sha’s program sections that were mapped into
non-faulty segments (white areas).

We observe that FaultLink produced a unique binary for each chip. Unlike a conventional binary,
the program code is not contiguous in either chip because the placements vary depending on the
actual fault locations. In all eight test chips, we noticed that lower addresses in the �rst instruction
SPM bank are much more likely to be faulty at low voltage, as seen in Fig. 8. This could be caused
either by the design of the chip’s power grid, which might have induced a voltage imbalance
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between the two banks, or by within-die/within-wafer process variation. Chip 1 (Fig. 8a) also 
appears to have a cluster of weak rows in the �rst instruction bank. Because FaultLink chooses a 
solution with the sections packed into as few segments as possible, we �nd that the mapping for 
both chips prefers to use the second bank, which tends to have larger segments.

We achieved an average min-VDD of 700 mV for the real test chips. This is a reduction of 125 
mV compared to the average non-faulty min-VDD of 825 mV, and 300 mV lower than the o�cial 
technology speci�cation of 1 V. FaultLink did not require more than 14 seconds on our machine to 
optimally section-pack any program for any chip at any voltage.

6.1.2 Yield at Min-VDD for Synthetic Test Chips. To better understand the min-VDD and yield 
bene�ts of FaultLink using a wider set of benchmarks and chip instances, we created a series of 
randomly-generated synthetic fault maps. For instruction and data SPM capacities of 128 KB, 256 
KB, 512 KB, 1 MB, 2 MB, and 4 MB, we synthesized 100 fault maps for each in 10 mV increments 
for a total of 700 “synthetic test chips.” We used detailed Monte Carlo simulation of SRAM bit-cell 
noise margins in the corresponding 45 nm technology. Six more benchmarks were added from 
the AxBench approximate computing C/C++ suite [67] that are too big to �t on the real test 
chips: blackscholes, fft, inversek2j, jmeint, jpeg, and sobel. These AxBench benchmarks 
were compiled for the open-source 64-bit RISC-V (RV64G) instruction set v2.0 [60] and privileged 
speci�cation v1.7 using the o�cial tools. This is because unlike the standard C library for our ARM 
toolchain, the library included with the RISC-V toolchain has a monolithic .text section. This 
allows us to consider the impact of the library sections on min-VDD.

The expected min-VDD for 99% chip yield across 100 synthetic chip instances for seven memory 
capacities is shown in Fig. 9. The vertical bars represent our analytical estimates calculated using 
Eqn. 2. The red line represents the empirical worst case out of 100 synthetic test chips, while the 
blue line is the lowest non-faulty voltage in the worst case of the 100 chips. Finally, the green line 
represents the nominal VDD of 1 V.

FaultLink reduces min-VDD for the synthetic test chips at 99% yield by up to 450 mV with respect 
to the nominal 1 V and between 370 mV and 430 mV with respect to the lowest non-faulty voltage. 
All but jpeg from the AxBench suite were too large to �t in the smaller SPM sizes (hence the
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Fig. 10. Distribution of program section sizes. Packing the largest section into a non-faulty contiguous
memory segment is the most di�icult constraint for FaultLink to satisfy and limits min-VDD.

“missing” bars and points). When the memory size is over-provisioned for the smaller programs,
min-VDD decreases moderately because the segment size distribution does not have a strong
dependence on the total memory size.

The voltage-scaling limits are nearly always determined by the length of the longest program
section, which must be packed into a contiguous fault-free memory segment. This is strongly
indicated by the close agreement between the empirical min-VDDs and the analytical estimates,
the latter of which had assumed the longest program section is the cause of section-packing failure.

To examine this further, the program section size distribution for each benchmark is depicted in
Fig. 10. The name of the largest section is shown in the legend for each benchmark.

We observe all distributions have long tails, i.e., most sections are very small but there are a few
sections that are much larger than the rest. We con�rm that the largest section for each benchmark –
labeled in the �gure legend – is nearly always the cause of failure for the FaultLink section-packing
algorithm at low voltage when many faults arise. Recall that the smaller ARM-compiled benchmarks
have split C library function sections, while the AxBench suite that was compiled for RISC-V has
a C library with a monolithic .text section; we observe that the latter RISC-V benchmarks have
signi�cantly longer section-size tails than the former benchmarks. This is why the AxBench suite
does not achieve the lowest min-VDDs in Fig. 9. Notice that program size is not a major factor: jpeg
for RISC-V is similar in size to the ARM benchmarks, but it still does not match their min-VDDs. If
the RISC-V standard library had used split function sections, the AxBench min-VDDs would be
signi�cantly lower. For instance, jpeg compiled on RISC-V achieves a min-VDD of 750mV for 128
KB memory, while on ARM (not depicted) it achieves a min-VDD of 660mV.

FaultLink does not require any hardware changes; thus, energy-e�ciency (voltage reduction)
and cost (yield at given VDD) for IoT devices can be considerably improved.

6.2 So� Fault Recovery using SDELC
SDELC guards against unpredictable soft faults at run-time that cannot be avoided using FaultLink.
To evaluate SDELC, Spike was modi�ed to produce representative memory access traces of all 11
benchmarks as they run to completion. Each trace consists of randomly-sampled memory accesses
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Fig. 11. Average rate of recovery using SDELC from single-bit so� faults in data and instruction memory. 
Benchmarks have already been protected against known hard fault locations using FaultLink. r is the number 
of parity bits in our UL-ELC construction.

and their contents. We then analyze each trace o�ine using a MATLAB model of SDELC. For each 
workload, we randomly select 1000 instruction fetches and 1000 data reads from the trace and 
exhaustively apply all possible single-bit faults to each of them. Because FaultLink has already been 
applied, there is never an intersection of both a hard and soft fault in our experiments.

We evaluate SDELC recovery of the random soft faults using three di�erent UL-ELC codes 
(r = 1, 2, 3). Recall that the r = 1 code is simply a single parity bit, resulting in 33 candidate 
codewords. (For basic parity, there are 32 message bits and one parity bit, so there are 33 ways 
to have had a single-bit error.) For the data memory, the UL-ELC codes were designed with the 
chunks being equally sized: for r = 2, there are either 11 or 12 candidates depending on the fault 
position (34 bits divided into three chunks), while for r = 3 there are always �ve candidates (35 
bits divided into seven chunks). For the instruction memory, chunks are aligned to important �eld 
divisions in the RV64G ISA. Chunks for the r = 2 UL-ELC construction match the �elds of the 
Type-U instruction codecs (the opcode being the unshared chunk). Chunks for the r = 3 UL-ELC 
code align with �elds in the Type-R4 codec (as presented in Table 1). A successful recovery for 
SDELC occurs when the policy corrects the error; otherwise, it fails by accidentally mis-correcting.

6.2.1 Overall Results. The overall SDELC results are presented in Fig. 11. The recovery rates 
are relatively consistent over each benchmark, especially for instruction memory faults, providing 
evidence of the general e�cacy of SD-ELC. One important distinction between the memory types 
is the sensitivity to the number r of redundant parity bits per message. For the data memory, the 
simple r = 1 parity yielded surprisingly high rates of recovery using our policy (an average of 
68.2%). Setting r to three parity bits increases the average recovery rate to 79.2% thanks to fewer 
and more localized candidates to choose from. On the other hand, for the instruction memory, the 
average rate of recovery increased from 31.3% with a single parity bit to 69.0% with three bits.

These results are a signi�cant improvement over a guaranteed system crash as is traditionally 
done upon error detection using single-bit parity. Moreover, we achieve these results using no more 
than half the overhead of a Hamming SEC code, which can be a signi�cant cost savings for small 
IoT devices. Based on our results, we recommend using r = 1 parity for data, and r = 3 UL-ELC 
constructions to achieve 70% recovery for both memories with minimal overhead. Next, we analyze 
the instruction and data recovery policies in more detail.
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6.2.2 Recovery Policy Analysis. The average instruction recovery rate as a function of bit error
position for all benchmarks is shown in Fig. 12. Error positions -1, -2, and -3 correspond to the
three parity bits in our UL-ELC construction from Table 1.

We observe that the SDELC recovery rate is highly dependent on the erroneous chunk. For
example, errors in chunkC7 – which protects the RISC-V opcode instruction �eld – have high rates
of recovery because the power-law frequency distributions of legal instructions are a very strong
form of side information. Other chunks with high recovery rates, such asC1 and C5, are often (part
of) the funct2, funct7, or funct3 conditional function codes that similarly leverage the power-law
distribution of instructions. Moreover, many errors that impact the opcode or function codes
cause several candidate codewords to decode to illegal instructions, thus �ltering the number of
possibilities that our recovery policy has to consider. For errors in the chunks that often correspond
to register address �elds (C3, C4, and C6), recovery rates are less because the side information on
register usage by the compiler is weaker than that of instruction relative frequency. However, errors
towards the most-signi�cant bits within these chunks recover more often than the least-signi�cant
bits because they can also correspond to immediate operands. Indeed, many immediate operands
are low-magnitude signed or unsigned integers, causing long runs of 0s or 1s to appear in encoded
instructions. These cases are more predictable, so we recover them frequently, especially for chunk
C1 which often represents the most-signi�cant bits of an encoded immediate value.

The sensitivity of SDELC data recovery to the mean candidate Hamming distance score for
two benchmarks is shown in Fig.13. White bars represent the relative frequency that a particular
Hamming distance score occurs in our experiments. The overlaid gray bars represent the fraction
of those scores that we successfully recovered using our policy.

When nearby application data in memory is correlated, the mean candidate Hamming distance is
low, and the probability that we successfully recover from the single-bit soft fault is high using our
Hamming distance-based policy. Because applications exhibit spatial, temporal, and value locality
[30] in memory, we thus recover correctly in a majority of cases. On the other hand, when data has
very low correlation – essentially random information — SDELC does not recover any better than
taking a random guess of the bit-error position within the localized chunk, as expected.

7 RELATED WORK
We summarize and di�erentiate our contributions from related work on fault-tolerant caches and
scratchpads, as well as error-localizing and unequal error protection codes.
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Fig. 13. Sensitivity of SDELC data recovery to the mean candidate Hamming distance score for two bench-
marks and r = 1 parity code.

7.1 Fault-Tolerant Caches
There is an abundance of prior work on fault-tolerant and/or low-voltage caches. Examples include 
PADded Cache [52], Gated-VDD [43], Process-Tolerant Cache [2], Variation-Aware Caches [40], Bit 
Fix/Word Disable [61], ZerehCache [8], Archipelago [7], FFT-Cache [9], VS-ECC [6], Correctable 
Parity Protected Cache (CPPC) [35], FLAIR [44], Macho [34], DPCS [18], DARCA [36], and oth-
ers (see related surveys by Mittal [37, 38]). These fault-tolerant cache techniques tolerate hard 
faults/save energy by sacri�cing capacity or remapping physical data locations. This a�ects the 
software-visible memory address space and hence they cannot be readily applied to SPMs.

Although they are cache-speci�c, some of the above techniques can be roughly compared with 
FaultLink in terms of min-VDD. For instance, DPCS [18] achieves a similar min-VDD to FaultLink 
of around 600 mV, while FLAIR [44] achieves a lower min-VDD (485 mV). We emphasize that the 
above techniques cannot be applied to SPMs and are therefore not a valid comparison.

Similar to SDELC, CPPC [35] can recover random soft faults using SED parity. However, CPPC 
requires additional hardware bookkeeping mechanisms that are in the critical path whenever data 
is added, modi�ed, or removed from the cache (and again, their method is not applicable to SPMs).

7.2 Fault-Tolerant Scratchpads
The community has proposed various methods for tolerating variability and faults in SPMs that 
relate closely to this work. Traditional fault avoidance techniques like dynamic bit-steering [4] 
and strong ECC codes are too costly for small embedded memories. Meanwhile, spare rows and 
columns cannot scale to handle many faults that arise from deep voltage scaling.

E-RoC [11] is a SPM fault-tolerance scheme that aims to dynamically allocate scratchpad space 
to di�erent applications on a multi-core embedded SoC using a virtual memory approach. However, 
it requires extensive hardware and run-time support. Several works [12, 19, 31, 55] propose to use 
OS-based virtual memory to directly manage memory variations and/or hard faults, but they are 
not feasible in low-cost IoT devices that lack support for virtual memory; nor do they guarantee 
avoidance of known hard faults at software deployment time. Others have proposed to add small 
fault-tolerant bu�ers that assist SPM checkpoint/restore [46], re-compute corrupted data upon
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detection [49], build radiation-tolerant SPMs using hybrid non-volatile memory [39] and duplicate
data storage to guard against soft errors [28]; these are each orthogonal to this work.

There are several other prior works that relate closely to SDELC, although ours is the �rst to
propose heuristic recovery that lies in the regime between SED and SEC capabilities. Farbeh et
al. [16] propose to recover from soft faults in instruction memory by leveraging basic SED parity
combined with a software recovery handler that leverages duplicated instructions in memory. On
the other hand, our approach does not add any storage overhead to recover from errors (although
ours is heuristic). Volpato et al. [56] proposed a post-compilation binary patching approach to
improve energy e�ciency in SPMs that closely resembles the FaultLink procedure. However, that
work did not deal with faults in the SPMs. Sayadi et al. [49] uses SED parity to dynamically
recompute critical data that that is a�ected by single-bit soft faults. SDELC completely subsumes
that approach: the embedded SDELC library can heuristically recover data, recompute it if possible,
or opt to panic according to the application’s needs.

Unlike all known prior work, our combined FaultLink+SDELC approach can simultaneously
deal with both hard and soft SPM faults with minimal hardware changes compared to existing
IoT systems. Our low-cost approach can be used today with o�-the-shelf microcontrollers (minor
changes are needed to implement UL-ELC codes, however), and can improve yield and min-VDD.

8 DISCUSSION
We highlight several considerations and bene�cial use cases for FaultLink and SDELC and outline
directions for future work.

8.1 Performance Overheads
FaultLink does not add any performance overheads because it is purely a link-time solution, while
its impact on code size is less than 1%. SDELC recovery of soft faults, however, requires about 1500
dynamic instructions, which takes a few µs on a typical microcontroller (the number of instructions
varies depending on the speci�c recovery action taken and the particular UL-ELC code). However,
for low-cost IoT devices that are likely to be operated in low-radiation environments with only
occasional soft faults, the performance overhead is not a major concern. Simple recovery policies
could be implemented in hardware, but then software-de�ned �exibility and application-speci�c
support would be unavailable.

8.2 Memory Reliability Binning
FaultLink could bring signi�cant cost savings to both IoT manufacturers and IoT application
developers throughout the lifetime of the devices. Manufacturers could sell chips with hard defects
in their on-chip memories to customers instead of completely discarding them, which increases
yield. Customers could run their applications on commodity devices with or without hard defects
at lower-than-advertised supply voltages to achieve energy savings. Fault maps for each chip at
typical min-VDDs are small (bytes to KBs) and could be stored in a cloud database or using on-board
�ash. Several previous works have proposed heterogeneous reliability for approximate applications
to reduce cost [33, 45, 48, 53].

8.3 Coping with Aging and Wearout using FaultLink
Because IoT devices may have long lifetimes, aging becomes a concern for the reliability of the
device. Although explicit memory wearout patterns cannot be predicted in advance, fault maps could
be periodically sampled using BIST and uploaded to the cloud. Because IoT devices by de�nition
already require network connectivity for their basic functionality and to support remote software
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updates and patching of security vulnerabilities, it is not disruptive to add remote FaultLink support
to adapt to aging patterns. Because running FaultLink remotely takes just a few seconds, customers
would not be a�ected any worse than the downtime already imposed by routine software updates
and the impact on battery life would be minimum.

8.4 Risk of SDCs from SDELC
SDELC introduces a risk of mis-correcting single-bit soft faults that cannot be avoided unless one
resorts to a full Hamming SEC code. However, for low-cost IoT devices running approximation-
tolerant applications, SDELC reduces the parity storage overhead by up to 6× compared to Hamming
while still recovering most single-bit faults. Similar to observations by others [29], we found that
no more than 7.2% of all single-bit instruction faults and 2.3% of data faults result in an intolerable
silent data corruption (SDC), i.e., an SDC with more than 10% output error [67]. The rest of the
faults are either successfully corrected, benign, or cause crashes/hangs. The latter are no worse
than crashes from commonly-used SED parity. Current SED-based systems’ reliability could be
improved with remote software updates to incorporate our techniques.

8.5 Directions for Future Work
The FaultLink and SDELC approaches can be further improved upon. One could extend FaultLink
to accommodate hard faults within packed sections to reduce min-VDD and increase reliability. For
FaultLink with instruction memory, one approach could be to insert unconditional jump instructions
to split up basic blocks, similar to a recent cache-based approach [65]. For FaultLink with data
memory, one could use smaller split stacks [64] and design a fault-aware malloc(). For SDELC,
one could design more sophisticated recovery policies using stronger forms of SI, and use pro�ling
methods to automatically annotate program regions that are likely to experience faults.

9 CONCLUSION
We proposed FaultLink and SDELC, two complementary techniques to improve memory resiliency
for IoT devices in the presence of hard and soft faults. FaultLink tailors a given program binary to
each individual embedded memory chip on which it is deployed. This improves both device yield
by avoiding manufacturing defects and saves runtime energy by accounting for variation-induced
parametric failures at low supply voltage. Meanwhile, SDELC implements low-overhead heuristic
error correction to cope with random single-event upsets in memory without the higher area and
energy costs of a full Hamming code. Directions for future work include designing a FaultLink-
compatible remote software update mechanism for IoT devices in the �eld and supporting new
failure modes with SDELC.
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